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Abstract 
The problem of rhythm tapping, as location of musical bar limits, is very diqicult because parameters can 
change a lot and they can assume a very large number of combinations. We tried to solve the problem by 
realizing a system which combines a sophisticated use of neural nehvorks with usual numerical algorithms. 
Neural neworis have been used as elements of an array, called neural map. Using only the most important 
parameters of a note, this map suggests ifa certain note is at the beginning of a bar. It is interesting the fact 
that neural map behaviour accords well to main results in psycho-cognitive studies about rhythm 
understanding. Theflow of input data (pitch and duration of each note) and ofthe outputs of the neural map 
are processed by a sub-system that gets the absolute position of a past bar (phase) and its duration (period); 
these informarions are enough to forecast ifthe note that is going to begin will be thefirst of a new bar. 

1 Introduction 
From the beginning, one of the main problems in 
computer music his been, the right recognition of 
musical scores from live performances. The 
problem is very difficult because parameters can 
change a lot and they can assume a very large 
number of combinations. In many works researchers 
hied to solve the problem in a simplified way. In all 
of these works the two main challeges are: 
* transformation of durations of performed notes in 

musical durations (duration quantization); in this 
case you have either to provide song tempo or to 
extract it from the performance; 

* location of starting points and length of bars; this 
implies the skill of recognizing musical accents 
and, as a consequence, the recognition of the 
rhythm. 

The challenge of bar recognition has been faced by 
numerous authors that used songs either transcribed 
from the score or from performance (prformance 
could be quantized or not quantized). Languet- 
Higgins and Lee [l] and Povel and Essens [2] use 
data from score. The main idea of Longuet-Higgins 
and Lee's model is that listeners try to recognize the 
rhythm in order to minimize the number of 
syncopations, idea confirmed by various 
experiments. Instead Povel and Essens affirm that 
rhythmical analysis is helped by an internal clock. 
and their model, realized by a computer program. 
calculates the clock period that is best induced by 
input data. In Chung's model [3] there is not an 
intermediate phase in which data are quantized; the 
model proceeds directly from performance data to a 
notation that is similar to standard musical notation. 
and works in a strictly temporal way. so that it can 
be a model of the process used by human listeners to 

find the rhythm. Rhythm perception is divided in 
two processes. The first one assignes to each note an 
importance parameter that resumes the properties of 
a note (loudness, pitch, expressive timings, etc.), 
influencing its interpretation as strong bent. The list 
of importance parameters is passed to the metrical 
hiernrchization process that analyzes it in order to 
build the rhythmical sequence. Other systems that 
work diictly from performances are described by 
Kimyose et al. [4], and by Allen and Dannenberg 
[S].  Recently Rosenthal 161 published one of his 
works that is realized as a program. This program 
collects temporal positions of note attacks coming 
from the performance; then it looks for series of 
attacks equally spaced (potential rhythmic levels) 
and ranks each one according to rules that 
correspond to how human listeners choose rhythmic 
interpretations. Top ranked interpretation is taken 
as the right one. In this work we consider the 
following requirements: 
* real-time rhythm recognition in performances; 
* score generation; 
* use of neural networks. 
The necessity of real-time working influenced 
s h u c ~ r e  and code of algorithms. For score 
generation we needed a quantization of input dam. 
Neural networks have already been used for note 
quantization [7] but they have been mainly applied 
in the field of tonal hmony .  
We noted that we do not need using those systems 
for quantization. bemuse we can put together 
traditional algorithms with good performances. On 
the contrary we must find out starting points of 
bars, which corresponds to particular musical 
accents, and we implemented it with neural 
networh. Our choice was justified by the wide data 
range and by the numerous non-linear relationship 



among dam Infact typical characteristics of neural Rosenthal suggests [6], infomtions nbout loudness 
networks are robusmess, flexibility, and ability to should not be ignored, hut used judiciously. We will 
learn non-linear relationship. As durations we use consider only duration and loudness of notes. From 
temporal distances between two successive attacks examined studies we understood that it is not 
(MIDI command: Note On) in hundredths of second important the absolute value of a parameter. but its 
because in our conception of rhythm only attack value in relation with temporally near ones, that is 
times are important, we do not consider notes with the previous note and the next one. So we need a 
legato or followed by a pause (Johson-Laird [S]). As situation with a present note (NO), a future one (FN) 
loudness we use the Key Velocity (a MIDI and apast one (PNl). Since our system has to work 
parameter) that comes with note attack. Durations in real-time, we only have temporally past notes. 
are then quantized and stored also as durations in Therefore we consider the last but one note as 
32tb which will he called QD (Quantized present note, the last one as future and the others as 
Durations). Loudnesses and durations are proces ones. In this way the neural map will give a 
and proposed to the neural m p  together with QD result about the last but one input note. In order to 
last but one note. The map output represents th chance of equal inputs and improve 
possibility that the present note is the first one of ining. we considered also another past 
bar, concept similar to that one of salience [6 , the one before PNl. The map has been 
Salience values, supported by other data structure built with neural networks as multi-layer 
allow another module (Phaper: phase and peri Perceptron, trained using Back-Ro~agation 
finder) to compute the absolute pisition of awhole algori;thm. As we said before, we do not consider 
bar (phase). and the bar length (period) that best absolute values of parameters, but their values in 
approximates collected data: ~ f k r  that we can 
forecast if the next note will be the first one of the 

work [3]. In his model Chung assignes to each note 
a parameter resuming the characteristics that make 
the note sounding as a strong beat. This parameter 
is computed in a heuristic way from loudness, pitch, 
expressive timings, etc. We substituted heuristic 
computation with a neural network because the fust 
one seemed too much peculiar. Infact the main 
characteristic of supervised neural networks (used 
here) is to fit also complex non-linear relationship 
by only presenting a series of examples. Shaffer et 
al. [9] say that, since metrical sequences are directly 
determined, they are better predictors than melodic 
rhythm in synchronizing dance. clapping or other 
musicians' performance, because they can be 
extracted from the superficial rhythm of the 
execution. On the other hand Clarke [lo] concludes 
that effects deriving from melodic changes in tonal 
melodies are marginal in comparison with those 
produced by the metric change. So, from these 
indications and from personal experiments, we 
decided not to take pitch into nccount because it has 
only a little influence. Adysis  of piano executions 
revealed that events in strong metrical positions can 
he emphasized by playing the first event in each bar 
louder, longer, and more legato (Drake and Palmer 
[Ill). In theory. to understand metrical structure. 
note durations should be enough; in the reality. 
there are many ambiguous situations. Numerous 
studies about rhythm perception found that loudness 
differences suggest k t  positions reliably (Slobodn 
[12]. Handel [131, Noms and Rosenthal 1141). while 
MIDI data from piano executions don't show that 
strong beats are reliably played louder. So, ns 

comparison with the center note (NO). So we used 
ratios of each parameter with its correspondent of 
NO, resulting in 3 values for duration and 3 for 
loudness. One of the most difficult problem in using 
this kind of networks is the normalization of input 
values, because their range is often very large. We 
did not find any generic approach to this problem 
and so one of the authors designed method that gave 
very good results: the MFMS (More Frequent More 
Sensitive) coding. This coding has more precision 
where data are more frequent In this way we can 
better distinguish data exactly where they are 
concentrated and avoid ambiguous situations. As 
examples we chose 11 songs transcribed from the 
corresponding score hut with loudnesses coming 
h m  real performances. Songs have been chosen so 
that they are various for age and musical style and 
they offer a large outline. We obtained over 1200 
examples and they caused numerous problems. A 
first problem was the input congruency. This 
concept means that a neural network, as a function, 
given a certain input, can have only one output 
configuration. The problem has been solved with a 
specific program which, among examples with 
equal inputs and different outputs, keeps only that 
one with the more frequent output pattern. After 
this first processing the number of examples 
remained over one thousand. At the beginning we 
tried generic networks with 6 inputs. 1 output and 1 
or 2 hidden layers, hut we noticed a considerable 
computational charge and the impossibility m 
converge of the networks. We thought that this 
behaviour derived from the fact that inputs are 
ratios which do not take into account the absolute 
values: the same ratio situation is not tbe same 
thing, when NO is a quaver or a demisemi 
This gave the idea to apply the "divide e t  i 
technique, well known in signal processin 
0. So the training examples have 



Fig. I Topology of used mural nenvorks. 

according to the NO duration expressed in 32th: we 
found 9 groups of durations (1,2,3,4, 6, 8, 16,32). 
Since each group consisted of no more then 378 
examples, we were able to use smaller networks. In 
order to further reduce the computational charge, 
we used a specific network topology (see fig. I): not 
anymore 6 contemporary inputs, but only the 4 ones 
concerning past notes (PNl, PN2) are pre-processed 
by a set of neurons (semilayer) which are at the 
same level of inputs regarding future notes. The real 
map is composed by a vector of elements (one for 
each 32 durations) which can he: 
* a neural network (durations 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 

16); 
a fixed value (duration 32 with value 0.9); 
an interpoled value (other durations). 

From a mathematical point of view the map cnn be 
considered a function from a subset of R' 
([0.1,0.916) to the interval [0.0,1.0]; this function is 
clearly not linear and therefore an analytical 
description is nearly impossible . In these cases 
people often use a look-up table and find the data 
not in the table with an interpolation algorithm. If 
we keep present that the map has a correctness of 
97.97 %, comparing it with a normal look-up table 
we can draw two great advantages: 

a data compression of about 26 times; 
"automatic" interpolation of input data not present 
in examples. 

In order to do subsequent experiments we chose 
other 10 "check" songs among classid, and 
popular musics. 

3 The Duration Quantizer 
Score performance is never the simple mechanical 
translation of symbols into sounds with a certain 
pitch duration and loudness. Even ngogique 
indications (allargando, ritenendo, accelerando, 
etc.), dynamical symbols (ppp, mp, fff, etc.) and 
expression symbols ( l egam,  staccato, pomto, etc.) 
coded in the musical grammar do not give a precise 
indication about how to generate those effects. If 
you add unavoidable microvariations of duration 
and loudness from nominal values, that are typical 
of personal performance style, you can understnnd 
how much a performance can deviate fiom its score. 
A determinant step townrd note duration 
quantization is getting the right song speed Speed 
could be inserted in beats per minute (bpm), but it 

Tab. 1 Sysrrm performanu wiIh check songs. Percenrs oJ 
corrrclness inJorecasling: 
% O N  noles stoning ban. 
% OFF noles MI stoning bars: 
40 TOT ail lhc M ~ S .  

would be restrictive for executors. We hied to find 
out a method as automatic as possible. In fact, our 
algorithm asks, at the beginning of a performance, 
to choose among three metronome ranges. 
Furthermore the algorithm uses a moving average 
mechanism which let the system follows also little 
speed variations. 

4 Phase and Period Search 
The modules previously described give the flow of 
possible accents with a one-note delay. In this 
subsystem we took our ideas from works by Chafe t 
al. [IS]. and Rosenthal [6]. In their work. Chafe et 
81. introduced the concept of anchorage: the 
metrical structure of a song is anchored, and 
determined by accents in it. Theoretically this lets 
you find perfectly metrical structure, hut in the 
reality, or better in computer music, accents can be 
found only within a cennin approximation. In our 
work we consider as anchorage a tempod position 
corresponding to a high output of the neural map. 
As a consequence we have three kinds of 
anchorage: 

true anchorage: given anchorage corresponds to 
an accent 

a false nnchornge: anchorage does not correspond to 
an accent 

* ghost anchorage: anchorage has not k n  found 
but there is an accent. 

So we need algorithms that eliminate false 
anchorages and interpolate the ghost ones. We 
define also IAI (Inter Anchorage Interval) as the 
time interval between two subsequent anchorages. 
In this work we are interested in finding phase and 
period of a song. With phase we mean the instant 
when a whole bar stnrts; period is the duration of a 
generic bar, that is the bar time. During an 
execution. from the list of pointed out anchorages 
we can extract hypothesis (phase, period) 
representing possible interpretations. These 
interpretations are m k e d  as in Rosenthal [6], but 
here ranking is based on a "score" computed from 
frequencies of coincidence of anchorages with the 
current hypothesis. The interpretation with higher 
score or, with snme scores, with longer period is 



chosen as current interpretation. According to 
Palmer and Krumhansl [16], "in order that a 
metrical level (or a temporal periodicity among 
events with same accent strength) is recognized in a 
musical composition, i t  is necessary that a sufficient 
number of subsequent (adjacent) beats are played at 
that level". So it is not enough a period repeated 
mnny times in a song, but it is also necessary to 
have subsequent repetitions. We developed a 
mechanism with two hypothesis (phase, period): the 
current one, used for prediction, and the substitution 
one, changing continuously in time. For each 
hypothesis, if the m p  confims the forecasted beat a 
posteriori, then a counter is increased by the relative 
period, otherwise is decreased by the same value. 
When the two counters show that current hypothesis 
is not valid anymore and that the substitution one 
behaves better, substihltion hypothesis becomes the 
current one. Using a counter, a hypothesis 
confmed for enough time remains valid even if it 
is denied for a short time. With the above- 
mentioned algorithm it is possible to have phase 

n 
implemented in suitable libraries and they have 
been used to create two versions of a graphical 
program called TAPPER. The first version of the 
program (GTAP) get data from a file, and allowed 
algorithm checking and parameters tuning. With 
songs used in neural network training, the neural 
map obviously behaves nearly perfectly (98%) and 
the whole system recognizes phase and period 
correctly. With "check" songs (see tab. I), with half 
of them we obtain good percent of correctness (2 
50%) on every kind of notes, but bar recognition is 

a) examples for neural networks tr 
chosen more carefully, expe 
situations contained in them; 

(h4TAP) has been conceived for real-time analysis 
through a MIDI interface. MTAP gets MIDI data 
from a group of input channels and, after decoding 
them, applies them to algorithms; forecasted bar 
startings are sent in output to a MIDI channel as 
rhythmical sequence. The use of events scheduling 
allowed particularly to eliminate the behaviour seen 
in the previous c) point and therefore to improve 
system performances. 

6 Conclusions 
The problem of re m recognition is 
complex but, with other authors' suggestions and 
the original idea of the neural map, we succeeded in 
building a system that tries to solve it in the best 
way possible. In fact we tried to use neural networks 
where they are really useful, that is to simulate the 
complex mechanism of rhythmical accents 
recognition. Numerical algorithms succeeded well 
in the other tnsks. During the creation of each 
system block we kept in mind numerous results of 
cognitive psychology researches, and, as a 
consequence, we note that our system behaves 
similarly to human mechanisms, and we can take it 
as an approximated model of those bebaviours. In 
particular it is interesting to notice that from 
cognitive psychology we drew only starting ideas 
and not psychofisiological mechanisms that allow 
the recognition of rhythmical accents. These 
mechanisms have been "exaacted automatically by 
neural networks during their training and using 
only dura 
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